
 

 

Boulder Arts Commission Meeting Agenda 
May 19, 2021  6:00 P.M. 

Online Video Meeting 
 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

Approval of Agenda 
 
2. MINUTES 

Approval of the April 2021 Meeting Minutes 
 

3. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 

4. GRANTS PROGRAM 
A. Declined Community Project Funds, Colorado Indigenous Peoples Day (10 min) 
B. Third Reporting Extension Request by Colorado Conservatory for the Jazz Arts (10 min) 
C. Action: Arts Education Grant Application Eligibility: Colorado Agrivoltaic Learning Center (30 min) 
D. Action: Community Projects for Individuals Grant Decisions (30 min) 
 

5. PUBLIC ART 
A. 19th and Upland Project (15 min) 

 
6. MATTERS FROM COMMISSIONERS 

A. Return to In-person Meetings – Kathleen (5 min) 
 

7. MATTERS FROM STAFF 
A. Questions about the Manager’s Memo  
B. Update on Temporary Vigil Project at the Boulder Strong Memorial Fence – Mandy (5 min) 

 
8. ADJOURNMENT 
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CITY OF BOULDER 
BOULDER, COLORADO 

BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS MEETING 
MINUTES 

Name of Board/ Commission:  Boulder Arts Commission 
Date of Meeting: April 21, 2021 
Contact information preparing summary: Celia Seaton 
Commission members present: Kathleen McCormick, Devin Hughes, Bruce Borowsky, Georgia Schmid (arrived during 2A), 
Eboni Freeman, Maria Cole, Caroline Kert 
Commission members absent: none 
Panel members present: Kari Palazzari, Shanna Shelby, Benita Duran, Katharine Reece 
Panel members absent: none 
Library staff present:    
Matt Chasansky, Office of Arts & Culture Manager 
Lauren Click, Coordinator, Grants 
Mandy Vink, Coordinator, Public Art 
David Farnan, Director 
Celia Seaton, Administrative Specialist 
City staff present: 
None 
Members of the public present: Olga Correll, Jan Burton, Amanda Berg Wilson, Mary Horrocks, Kit Baker, Dianela 
Acosta, Sarah Braverman, Rose Smith, Joan Raderman, Andrew Krimm, Leah Brenner Clack, Merlyn Holmes, Matthew 
Cushing, Amy Stewart McIntosh  
Type of Meeting:  Regular|Remote 
Agenda Item 1:  Call to order and approval of agenda                                                [0:00:35 Audio min.]                                                                                  
The meeting was called to order.  McCormick provided an introductory orientation around the virtual procedure, as this 
meeting was held through Zoom videoconference.  She asked the group for any other addendums to the agenda.  Being 
none, Borowsky moved to approve the amended agenda.  Hughes seconded, and all were in favor.  
 
Agenda Item 2:  Review of Minutes                                                                               [0:04:52 Audio min.]  
Item 2A, Approval/Review of March 2021 Meeting Minutes  
McCormick asked the commission for changes or addendums regarding these minutes.  McCormick asked for an edit to 
Item 4B to clarify the speaker regarding the Dairy’s income and concession sales.  Hughes moved to approve the minutes as 
amended, Borowsky seconded, and the motion was unanimously approved. 
 
Agenda Item 3:  Public Participation                                                                              [0:06:36 Audio min.]  
Correll, board president of Boulder Opera, expressed gratitude for the continued grants support of the commission.  The 
organization is excited to kickoff its new season.  Correll considered 2020 a “strong year,” but also one of “extreme 
struggles” through uncertainty and limited capacity shows.  Still, Boulder Opera successfully ran safe shows during the 
pandemic and learned a lot in the process.  Both players and patrons provided positive response.  
 
Burton, representing Create Boulder, welcomed the newest commissioners.  In partnership and matching funds with the 
Boulder Convention and Visitors Bureau (BCVB), she announced that $50,000 in awards will be available in 2021. 
Individual event awards will range from $2,500 to $5,000 in order to offer the most impact for the most organizations 
during this recovery time. This latest grant opportunity for Boulder events, arts and culture will support organizations that 
are holding events as soon as summer 2021. https://www.bouldercoloradousa.com/cvb/event-grant-program/  
  
Agenda Item 4: Commission Business                                                                            [0.15.51 Audio min.] 

A. Swearing in of new commissioners: Cole, Freeman, and Kert were all sworn in.  
 

B. Chair, Vice Chair appointments – McCormick suggested postponing the selection of a chair and vice chair until 
June when the grants portion is over, and after the newer commissioners have had a chance to get to better know 
their colleagues.  Hughes, Borowsky, and Schmid agreed with this recommendation, as did the newest 
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commissioners.  Kert made a motion to postpone the selection of chair and vice chair until the June commission 
meeting.  Hughes seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.  
 

C. Board Representatives Appointments – commission members serve on three local boards (CVB, the Dairy, and 
Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art).  Following the same reasoning as in Item 4B, McCormick recommended 
that this nomination and vote be postponed until June.  The commission agreed.  As Villarreal (the current 
representative) departs the commission, commission provided a nod of approval to appoint McCormick as the 
interim representative for the Dairy.   

 
Agenda Item 5: Grant Program                                                                                              [0.40.30 Audio min.]                                                              

A. Report: Jaipur Literature Festival (JLF) Boulder General Operating Support (GOS) Grant – commission was tasked 
with whether or not JLF should be recertified for the 2021 cycle of multi-year general operating support grants.  
 
McCormick discussed whether or not the new commissioners should vote on the grant decisions for this meeting.  
McCormick suggested that the new commissioners might not yet feel comfortable voting on a grant decision which 
had been scored by a previous incarnation of the commission’s membership.  She noted that an abstention would 
be considered a “yes” vote.  In response to Cole’s inquiry, Click clarified that the previous texts had been included 
but not the full attachment packet.  Kert read the report and reviewed the narrative from past years, and her 
understanding of the vote’s basis is whether commission found major differences that would restrict the funding.  
She felt comfortable voting on this decision.  Freeman considered abstaining while still voicing questions.  
Chasansky: there will be many things that are discussed and decided upon which took many years to come to 
fruition – commissioners old and new are encouraged to reach out for more information if needed.  Borowsky 
prefers to encourage the newest commissioners to vote.  Schmid and Hughes recommended voting be the 
prerogative of the commissioner.   
 
Regarding the JLF Boulder GOS grant, Freeman had several questions.  How many registrants were based in 
Boulder?  What accommodations for differently abled individuals were made?  She noticed that there was no 
American Sign Language interpretation or closed captioning available.  Lastly, how many local distributors and 
marketing firms were sourced locally? 
 
Kert noted the figure of 65% of the JLF budget going to Teamwork Arts.  As this marketing organization is based 
in India, she questioned the monies going outside the United States.  Additionally, with the current situation of the 
pandemic affecting the region, she wondered about the state of the organization itself. 
 
Commission agreed with Schmid that when these issues do arise, the commission and staff tend toward assistance 
and constructive feedback to an organization which is struggling as opposed to denial of funds.  
 
Borowsky made a motion that the Jaipur Literature Festival Colorado General Operating Support Grant report and 
their 2021 recertification be approved.  Hughes seconded.  All were in favor, and the motion passed unanimously.   
 
Staff will return with JLF’s responses to the commission’s questions.   

 
B. Grant Decisions on the Community Projects for Organizations Category - Click presented the final scores 

organized by average (see packet).  The scores can guide the final decision.  Click pointed out that the vast 
majority of organizations qualified for the funding based on the scores but the monies; as usual, the monies 
available are not large enough to fund all deemed worthy of support. 
 
The top six scoring organizations were: Landlocked Films, Street Wise Arts, Colorado Indigenous Peoples Day 
Organization, Block 1750, Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art, and NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee.  
Villareal emphasized the difficulty of this grant decision with such competitive scores.  He would be “hesitant” to 
not follow the rubric which exists to guide the decisions – it has been a tradition to grant the highest scoring groups 
for the past 8 years.  However, he did express surprise and dismay at not seeing a theatrical group in the top scores.  
Duran felt that the variety in the list “speaks volumes to diversity.”  Reece agreed with Villarreal that this was the 
most competitive group she had ever reviewed.  Shelby:  it was really hard to score so many good proposals!  
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Several commissioners spoke to the need for greater funding in order to more appropriately support the arts and 
culture community in Boulder.  McCormick concurred that the competition was tough. 
 
Stewart, as a representative of Kutandara, spoke, welcoming the commission’s offer for coaching on how to make 
the proposal stronger for the next round.   
 
Reece: “Speaking as an applicant and not a panelist right now, now that the vote has taken place, I do want to 
apologize to the Commissioners and panelists on behalf of “I Have A Dream” that we did not submit our responses 
to your thoughtful questions on time. We had the answers ready to go and due to a few unfortunate factors, did not 
get them submitted on time. Along with the CMA, we really appreciated your feedback and thank you for it.” 
 
Borowsky made a motion that Landlocked Films, Street Wise Arts, Colorado Indigenous Peoples Day 
Organization, Block 1750, Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art, and NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee  
be awarded Community Project Grants in the Organizations category.  Cole seconded, and the motion was 
unanimously approved. 
 

Agenda Item 6: Public Art Program                                                                                     [1.32.59 Audio min.] 
A. DISCUSSION: 19th and Upland Urban Design Project Initiation – Vink introduced this new opportunity (see  

handouts.)  This Public Works project has set aside a percent for art based on the construction budget.  This project 
concerns an underpass in a floodplain, conveyance and high hazard zone – flood safety/educational messaging are 
important considerations.  Construction by spring/summer 2022.  Artist/urban design concept – 60% stage by Aug 
2021. 
 
Hughes, McCormick, and Borowsky recommended prioritizing projects already in progress.  The accelerated 
schedule would be onerous for staff and commission.  Farnan understood the timing implications, but wanted to 
highlight how nearby Crestview Elementary has the third highest diversity of students in the city, and is not located 
near much public art.  McCormick’s mind was swayed by this argument – she also mentioned the nearby mobile 
home park and future library.  Freeman wondered whether the multi-step process (invitational request for concepts 
in response to “problem Statement,” then semifinalists invited to develop concept and interview, then finalist 
recommended to the Arts Commission and TAB and City Manager, followed by finalist joining the team as 
designer) could be refined whereby the first two steps could recuse the arts commissioner to alleviate the burden.  
Vink will need to consider this, although the intent is to involve the commissioner and Office of Arts and Culture 
staff’s participation in all the pieces of the puzzle.  Cole volunteered to be on the project if needed.  Staff will take 
the recommendations back to Public Works and relay any response to commission.  Commission encouraged these 
projects to come through the proper mechanism and timing framework in the future.  Chasansky acknowledged the 
Transportation Department as being one of the biggest funders and supporters of the arts.  Vink suggested a surface 
treatment as a good option, perhaps sharing the mural roster with a recommendation to engage a new artist every 
few years; that solution wouldn’t involve an extensive amount of staff/commission time.  Chasansky: Staff could 
look for a creative solution to ensure inclusion of an arts/culture element.  Vink promised to return in May with 
recommendations.    
 
Hughes made a motion that the commission, while supportive of the project, declines to recommend that this 
project be initiated and that the Office of Arts and Culture returns with a better, creative solution that would not 
negatively impact staff capacity.  Kert seconded, and the motion passed unanimously. 
 
 

B. Commission Representative to the Standing Selection Panel – Commission agreed to delay this vote for the 2-year 
commitment along with Item 4B and 4C until June.  Due to Villarreal’s departure, Cole volunteered to serve as 
interim panelist and commission agreed.  

 
Agenda Item 7: Matters from Commissioners                                                                      [2.13.43 Audio min.]                                                              

A. Borowsky asked for an update on bringing arts content to Channel 8.  Click has been laying the groundwork and 
has a follow-up meeting with Paco Higham in Communications – the hope is to start by the end of May or early 
June.  The format will encompass several airings of 2-hour segments and will vary monthly.   
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APPROVED BY: ATTESTED: 

_________________________________________ ________________________________________ 
Board Chair Board Secretary 

_________________________________________ ________________________________________ 
Date Date 

Borowsky asked that the commission website be updated to include the recently curated FAQs about becoming an 
arts commissioner and staff agreed. 

Chasansky will also research whether the bandshell has electrical power, as Borowsky chanced upon an event that 
was using a generator.  This concerned him, as it could present a huge barrier to providing the space as a 
performance outlet.  If necessary, perhaps the space could be outfitted with improved audiovisual equipment in 
partnership with Parks and Recreation.   

Agenda Item 7: Matters from Staff  [2.19.45 Audio min.] 
A. Manager’s Memo: see packet.  Chasansky welcomed questions.  Click reported on the success of Boulder Arts 

Week, and the group showered kudos.

B. Update on the Boulder Strong Memorial Fence – Vink and Chasansky have been working on a cross-departmental 
team handling this project.  Items on fence represent vigil and community healing around tragedy.  Short-term and 
long-term needs for memorialization exist.  In partnership, the Museum of Boulder, victims, and family members 
will ensure that the objects and space be treated with respect.  Temporary vigils as the state of the fence might 
change and many community members are wanting to create temporary projects to aid in community healing. 
Discussions range over what a permanent memorial might look like; while this is something that needs to be 
addressed, Chasansky emphasized that the conclusion is “very far down the road.”  The community is currently 
still very much in the process and expression of grief.

Agenda Item 8: Adjournment  [2.30.30 Audio min.] 
There being no further business to come before the commission at this time, the meeting was adjourned. 

 Date, time, and location of next meeting: 
The next Boulder Arts Commission meeting will be at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, May 19, 2021, on Zoom. 
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TO:  Members of the Boulder Arts Commission  
FROM:  Matt Chasansky, City of Boulder Office of Arts + Culture 
DATE:  May 13, 2021 
SUBJECT:  Manager’s Update for the Boulder Arts Commission Meeting  
 on May 19, 2020  
 

 
 
1. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic emergency orders, this meeting of the Arts Commission: 

 
> Will ensure that participants can safely follow social distancing guidelines by convening the meeting online using 

a video conference.   
 
> Public observation and comment are available for this meeting.  To join the video conference, members of the 

community will be asked to make a request by email to rsvp@bouldercolorado.gov by Wednesday May 19, at 
12:00 P.M. 

 
 

2. Notes on the May Agenda 
 
> 4A, Declined Community Project Funds – The Colorado Indigenous Peoples Day Organization (CO IPD) has 

declined their Community Projects for Organizations Grant for the Colorado Indigenous Peoples Day Pow Wow 
2021 in the amount of $10,000.  In Attachment One, please find an email with an explanation for their decision.  
No further action is necessary by the Arts Commission. 
 
It is the usual practice to consider unspent funds after all the grant categories have been decided, typically in 
October or November of each year.  Staff asks the Arts Commission members for a recommendation.  It is then 
the responsibility of the department director to make a final decision how the funds are reallocated.  However, 
we are asking for recommendations now due to the possibility that another applicant in the same category 
might still be able to use the funds.  The staff recommendation is that the $10,000 be used to fund the next-
highest scoring application in that same category.  
 

> 4B, Third Reporting Extension Request by Colorado Conservatory for the Jazz Arts – In Attachment Two, please 
find a copy of the email from this grant recipient requesting a third extension to their reporting deadline.  During 
the meeting staff will ask commissioners for their recommendation on approval of the request. 
 

> 4C, Arts Education Grant Application Eligibility: Colorado Agrivoltaic Learning Center application – Eligibility of 
applications is determined by staff in all grant categories before scoring begins.  On occasion, eligibility is 
questionable or falls into a “gray area”.  The established practice is for staff to ask the Commission for guidance 
in these situations, typically after the commissioners have reviewed a grant application and before they do the 
final scoring. 
 
Please refer to the General Grant Guidelines and guidelines specific to this grant category using those links.  The 
guidelines were first developed by staff and Arts Commission members in 2015.  Changes to the guidelines have 
been part of the discussion each year by the Arts Commission at the annual retreat.   
 
The guidelines in question are: “projects must have a demonstrated benefit to school children in the City of 
Boulder,” and “the product (performance, piece of art, etc.) funded in whole or in part by the Boulder Arts 
Commission must be provided for and accessible to the Boulder community.  Any product that receives other 
funding may be held in another municipality or area, provided that at least one performance is provided within 
Boulder Valley, as defined in the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan, and is for the direct benefit of the Boulder 
community.”   
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At the meeting, commissioners will be asked to determine the eligibility of the application.  Commissioners have 
the options to: 
 

a. Pass a motion to accept the application as eligible, 
b. Pass a motion to decline the application as ineligible, 
c. Postpone the decision until specific questions are answered by staff or the applicant. 

 
> 4D, Community Projects for Individuals Grant Decisions – In Attachment Three, please find the final scores for 

this grant category.  On that document, applications are organized by final score.  During the meeting, staff will 
ask for a decision on which applications should be funded.  It is the recommendation of staff that the highest-
scoring grants be approved.  Commissioners have the options to: 
 

a. Approve the staff recommendation for the highest-scoring grants, 
b. Approve individual grants, or 
c. Postpone approval of individual grants pending the answers to specific questions. 

 
3. Update on the Jaipur Literature Festival (JLF Colorado) General Operating Support Grant Report  

 
In Attachment Four please find JLF Colorado’s responses to the Commission’s questions on their report. These 
questions were posed at the April meeting of the Arts Commission. 
 
 

4. Commission Correspondence 
 

In Attachment Five please find copies of email correspondence received by the Boulder Arts Commission during the 
period between the publication of the April and May 2021 meeting packets. 
 
 

5. Staff Updates 
 
Staff is finalizing a new, two-year agreement with our grant management system provider, Foundant. 
 
Staff continues to partner with city departments and other stakeholders on the Boulder Strong Memorial, including 
the current memorial fence, temporary vigil projects, and a permanent memorial in the future.  Staff is also 
coordinating a project to provide some specific material from the memorial fence for use by artists in their projects. 

 
Work continues in collaboration with several departments to improve the efficiency of permitting of public art.    

 
Work continues in collaboration with other departments and partners in the community on COVID-19 response and 
recovery.  Staff members are currently serving on the Boulder Business Response and Recovery Alliance, the 
Economic Recovery Team, and a state-wide team of arts and culture leaders.  Specific impacts of the emergency on 
programs are listed below.    
 
> Grants and Programs for Organizations 

 
Application for the second round of Professional Development Scholarships will close on Monday, May 17.  

 
In Attachment Six please find a current grants program budget. 
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The following Professional Development report was approved prior to the meeting: 
 Travis LaBerge, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion immersive training with Lori Pace, Online, $500  

The following report was approved prior to the meeting: 
 Traci McDonald, University of Colorado at Boulder Graduate Certificate in Arts Administration Scholarships, 

$2,000 

The following grant report extension requests were approved prior to the meeting: 
 2020 Arts Education Grant, Boulder International Film Festival, BIFF 2021 Youth Pavilion/Cinema to 

Schools/Youth Advisory Council, $3,000. Moved from March to June to accommodate to COVID-19 
requirements. 

 2020 Professional Development Grant, Willi Eggerman, Private Study with Molly Davis, Boulder, CO, $500, 
shifted to Painting Portraits in Watercolor workshop with Ted Nuttall in fall 2021. Previous professor has an 
illness and is no longer teaching; recipient is unable to take a different course until the fall. 

 
Sponsorships have been awarded for the following: 
 Arts and Culture Relief Fund Second Round, $2,000. 
 Business of the Arts Workshops by Boulder County Arts Alliance, $5,000 

 
> Public Art Program 

 
Staff is supporting the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art for an event on Thursday, May 27 commemorating 
the temporary installation of Los Seis de Boulder/El movimiento sigue by Jasmine Baetz.  This sculpture has been 
approved as a donation to the City of Boulder.   

 
Public Art Commissioning Updates:  
 Civic Area (Adam Kuby): Final Closeout. Sod has been reinstalled, project permits and final closeout process 

is underway. 
 Arapahoe Underpass (Michelle Sparks): Project Closeout: Sun Fades to Moon on Water plaque ordered. 

Project permits and final closeout process is underway. 
 Urban Design - 30th and Colorado Underpass (Rosie Fivian and Ransom Beegles): Final Design. The parent 

project has entered construction while exploring cost-saving options in final production, including the urban 
design components. Anticipated parent project construction schedule: Feb 2021 – Aug 2022  
http://www.architectista.com/   http://www.rdesignstudios.com/  
https://bouldercolorado.gov/transportation/30th-and-colorado-underpass  

 North Broadway (Sharon Dowell):  Final Design.  Dowell continues to work with Project Management Team 
and Community Stakeholders to finalize design and locations. Anticipated installation: Fall 2022. 

 NoBo Library (Daily tous les jours): Final Design. Technical review of the Final Design was conducted on Feb 3 
and 10.  Anticipated parent project construction schedule: Fall 2021 – July 2022*slightly delayed, no updated 
schedule available at this time.  www.dailytouslesjours.com;  

 Fire Station 3: Selection. RFQ is tracking for distribution week of May 17, ’21.  
https://bouldercolorado.gov/planning/fire-station-3-relocation-4  

 Urban Design - 19th and Upland: Pre-selection. New underpass at 19th and Upland on the Fourmile Canyon 
Creek with opportunity to increase flood awareness through design components.  During the April ’21 
meeting, the Arts Commission asked staff to work with colleagues on a creative solution. This will be 
discussed during the May ’21 meeting.  https://bouldercolorado.gov/flood/fourmile-canyon-creek  

 University Hill (ENVD 3300 Praxis):  On hold.  Staff is open to explore alternative funding or a rescaled 
project. http://www.monthofmodern.com/community-livingroom/  
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 Alpine Balsam Pavilion: Pre-project planning, delayed. Meeting scheduled for late August. 
 Valmont Park: Launch 2023 
 Transportation CIP Percent for Art: On Hold 
 Experiments in Public Art: On Hold  
 CAGID Garage Art Public Art Program: On Hold  
 
Community-Initiated Projects Updates: 
 Tim Eggert Soundpiece: Permits have been submitted; contract negotiations underway. Tracking for Fall 

2021 installation 
 Los Seis de Boulder: Permitting and Contracting underway. Permitting not approved due to boundary 

conflicts. The work is temporarily installed as part of BMoCA’s Inside Out exhibition while permanent 
location is finalized. Public dedication and commemorative event to be held at BMoCA Thursday, May 27.  

 #BoulderStrong temporary community vigil: pre-project planning 
 Rotary Club Donation: Permitting and Contracting negotiations underway. The Donors are finalizing 

drawings, information for permit application; Goal to install Summer 2021. 
 Nobel Circle Donation: Pre-approval Process. Donors are fundraising phase; project development and 

permitting requirements continue. 
 
Maintenance and Conservation: 
 An assessment of 2021 maintenance funds and needs are underway 
 A study and recommendation on accessible signage for public art is underway, with a draft anticipated to be 

available to the Arts Commission in June. 
 

Murals/Paint the Pavement (ptp) Projects: 
 19th and Avocado: Street Wise Arts and the Transportation Department are working with Anthony Garcia Sr. 

of Birdseed Collective to create a neighborhood street mural. This project was approved by the Standing 
Selection Panel in Dec 2020 and is expected to be complete in May - July 2021. *Funded through CDOT’s 
Can-Do Challenge Grant and initiated by the community https://www.birdseedcollective.org/  

 Vision Zero Innovation Program: GO Boulder has identified a handful of locations across town as 
opportunities for artist-designed crosswalk and curb extensions as part of the Vision Zero implementation. 
Artists will be selected via the Mural Artist Roster and Standing Selection Panel. 
https://bouldercolorado.gov/transportation/vision-
zero#:~:text=Vision%20Zero%20is%20the%20Boulder,and%20serious%20injuries%20to%20zero.&text=Visio
n%20Zero%20was%20adopted%20in,the%20safety%20of%20Boulder's%20streets.  

a. Debbie Clapper aka gneural at 26th and Spruce: Final Design; Installation tracking for June 2021 
b. Anthony Garcia, Sr. at 19th and Yarmouth: Preliminary Design; Installation to coincide with the 19th 

and Avocado outreach and installation schedules. 
c. Grove Street – Project pre-planning 
d. 9th Street – Project pre-planning 

 Boulder Creek Path 6th St Underpass (Lauren Redniss/CU’s NEST Studio):COMPLETE. Vinyl mural features 
illustrations from Redniss’s new book “Oak Flat: A Fight for Sacred Land in the American West”. Mural made 
possible through Cu’s NEST Studio, where Redniss recently participated in an Environmental Futures Mellon 
Sawyer Seminar. 

 
The 2021 Mural Artist Roster has closed and final review is underway with the Standing Selection Panel. 
 
In Attachment Seven please find a budget status for the five-year public art commissioning budget. 
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> Creative Neighborhoods  

 
The last of the Creative Neighborhoods: COVID-19 Works Projects are now complete.  Staff is developing a 
project close-out survey for participants.  Visit the Creative Neighborhoods: COVID-19 Work Projects to see 
maps of the projects as well as short interviews with the artists, sorted by neighborhood.  
 
Work is wrapping up for the close of the Creative Neighborhoods: Murals program.  In collaboration with 
Boulder B-Cycle, a self-guided map is underway to safely celebrate the completed projects. 
 
An intern will be helping to transfer Creative Neighborhood interviews onto the City’s YouTube page, along with 
other program-related tasks. 

 
 

> Programs for Artists 
 
We continue to monitor the economic situation for professional artists during the pandemic.  And we are 
tracking resources that are available and communicating those to Boulder artists. 
 
The next Forum for Professional Artists will be held on the last week of July and the topic will cover strategies for 
artists returning to the workforce following the pandemic. Staff is continuing to partner with the Boulder County 
Arts Alliance and the Lafayette Cultural Arts Commission on the forums and is expanding to partner with local 
government agencies county-wide to reach artists throughout the county. 

 
 

> Venues  
 
Work continues in support of the Planning and Development Services Department on the Community Benefit 
Project.  
 
Staff continues to monitor the Shuttered Venue Operators Grant (SVOG) and the updates to pandemic 
restrictions for impacts on Boulder nonprofits and venues. 
 
Support of the Parks and Recreation Department continues as they implement the Arts in the Park program for 
the Glenn Huntington Bandshell.   
 
Work continues with the Facilities and Parks & Recreation Departments to discuss new leases for the Dairy Arts 
Center, Boulder Museum of Contemporary Arts, and Studio Arts/The Pottery Lab. 
 
Work continues in anticipation of a future ballot item for the community to decide on the renewal of the 
Community Culture and Safety Tax. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

> Civic Dialog and Boulder Arts Week 
 
Staff is working with staff at Channel 8 to prepare the first Boulder Arts Showcase, a new, two-hour program 
that will run monthly on the government access channel.  The Showcase will feature video from local artists and 
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organizations and will be curated by staff of the Office of Arts and Culture. The first episode is scheduled to run 
on July 14, 2021. 
 
Work continues to support Boulder Arts Online through the Boulder Arts Week outlets.  A special thank you to 
Boulder County Arts Alliance for partnering on the website and calendar. 

 
Staff continues to support Denver Arts and Venues to present the next in a series of webinars about the role of 
equity and racial justice in cultural nonprofits entitled ‘How to be an Anti-Racist Organization’. The next date will 
be June 14 at 1 p.m. Full information and RSVP details are here.
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Email from Colorado Indigenous Peoples Day  
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Email from Colorado Conservatory for the Jazz Arts 
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Attachment Three 
Final Scores for the Community Projects for Individuals Grant Category 
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JayCee Beyale 5,000$         37.43 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 6 7 8 7 4 4 36 6 7 6 6 3 3 31 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 8 8 8 8 4 4 40
Ellen Allen 4,340$         35.71 7 7 7 8 4 4 37 7 6 7 8 4 4 36 7 7 6 7 3 4 34 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 8 7 8 4 4 37 7 7 7 6 4 4 35 7 7 7 7 4 3 35
Celia Tewey 5,000$         35.14 8 7 8 8 4 4 39 7 8 6 6 2 4 33 5 7 6 6 3 4 31 8 7 7 7 4 4 37 8 7 6 8 3 4 36 7 6 6 7 4 4 34 8 7 8 7 3 3 36
Heather Schulte 5,000$         34.86 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 7 7 8 3 4 35 6 6 7 6 3 4 32 5 6 6 5 2 3 27 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 6 7 7 7 4 4 35
Cynthia Kneen 5,000$         34.71 6 7 6 6 4 4 33 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 7 7 6 4 4 35 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 6 7 6 6 4 4 33 7 7 6 7 4 4 35 7 8 8 8 4 4 39
Kelly Holmes-Starkey 5,000$         34.14 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 7 6 8 4 4 36 4 5 4 4 1 3 21 7 7 7 6 4 4 35 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 7 7 6 8 4 4 36 7 8 6 8 3 3 35
Edica Pacha 5,000$         33.71 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 7 8 6 8 3 4 36 5 6 3 6 4 4 28 4 6 5 4 1 3 23 8 8 7 7 4 4 38 8 7 6 8 3 4 36 8 7 7 7 4 3 36
Paul Cure // Mea Culpa Productions 5,000$         29.57 6 5 5 5 3 3 27 7 6 6 6 4 4 33 7 7 6 7 3 4 34 5 5 5 5 2 3 25 7 6 6 7 4 4 34 5 4 5 5 3 4 26 5 6 5 6 3 3 28
Karen Woodard-Chavez 5,000$         28.00 6 6 5 5 4 4 30 7 6 6 6 4 4 33 3 3 3 3 3 4 19 6 6 6 5 3 4 30 7 6 6 6 4 4 33 8 4 4 4 4 0 24 7 7 7 0 3 3 27

ShannaKathleen Bruce Georgia Benita Kari Katherine
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Attachment Four 
JLF Colorado Response to Commissioner Questions 
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From: Chasansky, Matthew
To: Office@CircleOfCareProject.org
Cc: fonthead1@gmail.com; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com; "Devin Patrick Hughes";

EboniFreemanInstitute@gmail.com; m.cole205@gmail.com; bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com;
info@tsprojectart.com; Click, Lauren; carolinekert@gmail.com; flynvartranch@comcast.net; Seaton, Celia

Subject: RE: $86,400.00 Arts Scholarships Donated to Circle of Care Project-Circle of Care is Proud to Announce A New
Partnership with MasterClass to Enrich and Engage the lives of vulnerable Older Adults through Arts, Cultural &
Lifelong Learning Access

Date: Wednesday, April 21, 2021 2:01:59 PM
Attachments: image004.png

Joan—

Thanks for this email. 

Please note that it is the practice of the Arts Commission to “sequester” the people who are scoring
the grants against communications from applicants.  By preventing interactions about the grants
between applicants and the folks making the decision, we can best ensure a fair, trustworthy, and
well-stewarded outcome to the process. 

Also, for many of the same reasons we don’t permit changes to the applications once the scoring is
underway.

In future, please feel free to contact Lauren and I if you have any messages for the panel and
commission members during the process.  We will work with you on the best way to inform them of
critical changes affecting your application.

And, a note that you may always contact commissioners about other issues not related to your
application during this sequestration time.

Thanks very much!

—Matt

Matt Chasansky
Manager,
Office of Arts and Culture
he/him/his

Attachment Five  
Commission Correspondence
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303-441-4113 
chasanskym@boulderlibrary.org
boulderarts.org
 
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue | Boulder, CO 80302
bouldercolorado.gov
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Office@CircleOfCareProject.org <Office@CircleOfCareProject.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 11:15 AM
To: fonthead1@gmail.com; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com; 'Devin Patrick Hughes'
<devinpatrickhughes@me.com>; EboniFreemanInstitute@gmail.com; m.cole205@gmail.com;
bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com; info@tsprojectart.com; Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>;
Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; carolinekert@gmail.com;
flynvartranch@comcast.net
Subject: $86,400.00 Arts Scholarships Donated to Circle of Care Project-Circle of Care is Proud to
Announce A New Partnership with MasterClass to Enrich and Engage the lives of vulnerable Older
Adults through Arts, Cultural & Lifelong Learning Access
 

External Sender
Dear Boulder Arts Commission.
 
 
I just wanted to make sure you were all aware that since we applied for the Community Project grant
Circle of Care Project as developed a partnership with www.MasterClass.com  to provide 450
subscriptions/scholarships to low-income seniors in our community with access to the finest arts,
cultural and enrichment classes from leaders in their field. This is a value of $86,400.00 we have
procured and are giving away to vulnerable seniors to provide Arts Access.
 
Pivoting our project to provide both a Virtual and Face to Face format for Arts Accessibility to the
best artistic and cultural access for those in need is our mission. As you evaluate the worthiness of
our project and the impact we are dedicated to making please kindly take this effort and resource
we have worked to acquire, into consideration.
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The ongoing deliver of all the resources we are procuring requires the support of our community
and to build a team to deliver these resources to those in greatest need effectively. We are currently
working to make this happen and we appreciate your help.
Thank you for your consideration.

**Please kindly consider sharing this email with all BAC members just in case I missed someone.
Thank you all,

Joan
Joan Raderman
Founder/Director
Circle of Care Project
PO Box 4204
Boulder, Colorado 80306
303-358-4300
www.circleofcareproject.org
office@circleofcareproject.org
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https://www.masterclass.com

 

 
In our continued efforts to improve the quality of life for vulnerable older
adults through unincumbered access to the finest arts, cultural and Lifelong
experiences to end social isolation and engage, enrich and entertain, both in
person and virtually, Circle of Care is proud and excited to announce a new
partnership with the amazing MasterClass, an online global platform of arts,
cultural, entertainment and educational offerings where people can learn from
the best in their field. Circle of Care will be providing 450 older adults in
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Boulder County with a year subscription and access to over 100 classes with
more being added every month at every level. Volunteers will be available to
assist with technical support who will also have access.
 
Subscriptions will be provided to subsidized senior housing residents, HUD
Communities and older adults with Quest Cards.
 
Please kindly connect if you know of someone or a senior low-income
community who would benefit from this exciting resource or if you would like
to volunteer to assist an older adult with tech support.
 office@circleofcareproject.org
 
Thank you,
 
Joan
Joan Raderman
Founder/Director
Circle of Care Project
PO Box 4204
Boulder, Colorado 80306
303-358-4300
www.circleofcareproject.org
office@circleofcareproject.org
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com; Benita Duran;

Kari Palazzari; Katharine Reece; Shanna Shelby
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia; Devin Patrick Hughes
Subject: Evaluation assignment: community project grants for individuals 2nd review
Date: Friday, April 23, 2021 12:30:52 PM
Attachments: CPI 2021 responses.pdf

Dear Panelist,

You have been assigned the Community Projects for Individuals applications to review and evaluate
for the second and final round.
 
The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through this link, and are also
attached. Please note that we have two withdraws and one applicant did not send a response, so
there is a list below to help keep things straight.
 
You will be updating your scores and comments in the online grant system, changing your initial
scores in the software. You may add additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric
can be found here. Please log into the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and
submit your evaluations. Please complete this second round of evaluations no later than Monday,
May 10 at noon. Please let me know if you’d like calendar alerts.
 
You’ll note that you’re under two program reviews at the moment. Just for some clarification, here is
the timing (full schedule here):

Arts Education Project Grants - April 19 to May 3, due May 3 at noon – Preliminary review and
score by panel (15 days)
Community Project Grants for Individuals - April 23 to May 10, Due May 10 at noon – Final
review and score by panel (14 days)

Contact Lauren Click at clickl@boulderlibrary.org or 660-553-7289 should you have questions.

Thank you, Lauren

Applicant First Name Applicant Last Name Response?
Celia Tewey Yes
Cynthia Kneen Yes
Edica Pacha Yes
Ellen Allen Yes
Heather Schulte Yes
Heidi Alina Withdrew
JayCee Beyale Yes
karen woodard-chavez Did not submit a response
Kelly Starkey-Holmes Yes
Paul Cure Yes
Thomas Wingerd Withdrew

 
----------
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CELIA TEWEY RESPONSE


Dear Boulder Arts Commission,


Thank you so much for your feedback and kind words on the application for my project “Bear.” I 
appreciate your detailed thoughts so much and I am hoping to deliver some answers on how the project 
can address many of the notes and questions raised.


I noticed that a prominent theme among responses was the urge to make sure that my story will be 
told in a respectful and authentic way to the minority experience, especially since my main character is a 
person of color. It is so important to me to make sure that this is a film about the universality of mental 
health among young age groups. In order to ensure that my story is being told in the most authentic way, I 
have reached out to a few of my closest friends of color to assist as contributing writers on the project. My 
friend Josh Leong has been a close collaborator as I navigate inclusion while also avoiding tokenization. 
Also, two of my friends, Sophia Heriveaux and Zoe Jimenez, have agreed to offer their thoughts and 
perspective on the main character as she becomes more developed. They will ensure that everything from 
my character’s outfits to her hobbies are authentic to the African American experience.


While it is just a small team working on the conception of the film at this point, the rest of the 
animation team will be hired over the summer. It is a primary goal of mine to have as diverse a team as 
possible.


I have also shown my current script to a number of mental health professionals, to get their take 
on the authenticity of the mental-health element of the script. These include child and family psychologists 
Kristin Russell Ph.D and Renee Richker MD, local school counselor Sterling Kranjec MSW, and art 
therapist Susan Saralegui, LPCC. I plan to do this once more before the film begins production.


In addition to this, I would like to discuss some exciting local partnerships that have recently 
developed with my project. NAMI Boulder is excited to promote and share the film online once it is 
completed. In addition to NAMI, Medicine Horse has also agreed to share it upon its completion. Some 
other non-local partners have agreed to share the film with their communities as well, extending the reach 
even further. These include the It’s Okay Campaign, ADAA, Beating The Stigma, and the NY State 
Mentoring Program. Also, I am currently in contact with my local middle school (Boulder Contry Day 
School) and high school (Fairview) and am working on setting up 2-3 scheduled screenings once the film 
is ready to be shown.


While admittance to film festivals is an ambitious goal, I plan to apply to several both within 
Boulder and outside the state. Many film festivals are restrictive in allowing personal screenings before a 
film has completed its full festival circuit. Whether my project is accepted into film festivals or not, I hope 
that these other future opportunities, both online and in person, can grow the audience for the film and 
make it have more of an impact in the local community.


In the meantime, before the film is released, I have added a number of interactive links to 
reputable resources on our “Mental Health Today” page in order to extend the impact, emphasize the 
relevance of mental health, and gain interest for the project.


The website for “Bear” can be found here: https://www.bearthefilm.com


Thank you very much. I appreciate your time and consideration, and I look forward to hearing from the 
committee!


Celia Tewey
Producer of “Bear”
celia.a.tewey@gmail.com


303-709-6126



https://www.nami.org/findsupport

https://www.medicinehorse.org/https://www.medicinehorse.org/

https://www.instagram.com/itsok_campaign/?hl=en

https://adaa.org/

https://ferryljudah.wixsite.com/myclimatestand

https://www.ny.gov/programs/new-york-state-mentoring-program

https://www.ny.gov/programs/new-york-state-mentoring-program

https://www.bearthefilm.com

mailto:celia.a.tewey@Gmail.com
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CYNTHIA KNEEN RESPONSES


Kneen-Landsman, Two Ladies Walk Into a Bar 


More scheduling of live performances with audience talk-backs. Pandemic 


permitting, we will schedule more live performances and video screenings with 


talk-backs and audience engagement exercises. Possible venues are Boulder 


Shambhala Center, Jewish Community Center, Boulder Public Library and CU-Old 


Main Auditorium.  


More personal background/identity specifics: See our application’s attached 


documents for Cynthia Kneen’s (pronounced neen) fuller bio. In addition, I am 


single, a polymath versed in varied art forms, scholarship (Northwestern, U of 


Hamburg, Yale), and business world change agency (former senior manager/ 


designer of Oral-B’s “winning the great toothbrush wars,” WSJ, 1997). My family 


line is pioneering, White, Canadian, originating from Isle of Man. My quiet gentle 


mother drank 2 bourbons a day, lived to 100, wrote anti-war letters, was a Habitat 


for Humanity volunteer and 70 years’ member of Underwood Memorial Baptist 


Church (Underground RR: “If you can make it to Farmer Underwood’s, you can 


make it to Canada”). I was baptized at age 13, sensitized to power dynamics at an 


early age, and have studied and practiced Buddhism for 50 years. 


Jude Landsman: I am Jewish, raised as a minority living in the Diaspora, scared of 


the KKK and Nazi’s. The trauma of the Holocaust and the possibility of it recurring 


were ever present and inform my perspective as Other in relation to the American 


dream. I am mother to six children, born and raised in Boulder, the youngest two 


are Black/Jewish, their father an Afro-Caribbean artist. My experiences of subtle 


and overt racism and systemic structural racism in our schools, criminal justice 


system and society in general are vast, troublesome, and fuel my passionate 


commitment to the work and mission of the NAACP Boulder County. I serve on the 


Executive Board, Criminal Justice Committee and as Chair of Economic 


Opportunity/Freedom Fund. I regularly speak with city staff, community businesses 


and non-profits on diversity, equity and inclusion issues on behalf of the NAACP. 


My performance history reflects a preoccupation with themes of social conscience.  


More on the project’s diversity: We know elders are natural allies with young 


people to improve society. Other cultures, children, grandparents know this secret. 


Elders hold an essential role in society─to teach, guide and inspire, ideally from the 


wisdom of experience and the perspective of time. We work to inspire the 


courageous spirit, irrespective of age. Specifically, 2 pieces in our 20 minute 


video─Love Letter (to those oppressed, incarcerated, grieving) and I Am Sorry (for 


the sins of generations)─invite personal and collective reflection and 


transformation.  


More concrete specifics on impact, action, evaluation strategy: Our themes 


integrate paradoxical sentiments of both joy and irony. Our intent─to increase 
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familiarity, comfort and confidence with holding contradictory views/narratives 


simultaneously. To promote more refined analyses of current civic events. To have 


and enjoy new, and maybe difficult, conversations. To increase fun and insight. To 


instigate action, social justice and questioning the status quo. To experiment with 


courage using fresh, short, fun, low-risk exercises post-performance developed by 


Kneen (First Thought, Best Thought, Wesley Chapel performance, May 20, 2015; 


used in Writing From the Body and The Poetry of Clown classes 2016-present). 







EDICA PACHA RESPONSE


Greetings!  Thank you for your time and consideration for the project of BELONG.



My intention is to have at least one or two locations for each project, with the possibilities of 
having smaller satellite installations also, which will provide a stronger impact. I have 
discussed the options and will work closely with Mandy Vink to determine the most 
appropriate locations to display these murals and images, including but not limited to 
underpasses. The positive aspect of bike path underpasses is the amount of traffic they 
receive and the large number of them across our City, a very bike oriented community.  The 
murals will stay up for a minimum of a year, as with most temporary public art 
installations, starting in June 2021. 



The images would include text and information that would leads back to each organization, 
that will emphasize the dignity, humanity, beauty, courage and power of the women and their 
voice.



Motus Theater’ name and the “UndocuAmerica Project” will be referenced on the mural, with a 
way to find out more about the project and will take them to online documentation of the 
stories of the participants.  Project Worthmore images will also have the name and hashtag of 
PW as well as information/quote/writing about each individual.  



The name BELONG references ‘what it means to BELONG to community and land’  This feels 
like an important factor in immigrating to new lands and becoming a citizen of new countries.



As a woman in my early 40’s, I am interested in celebrating other cultures and stories of 
communities who have had to endure challenges to bring empowerment to their lives.  By 
collaborating with organizations who help and support these individuals, I find their stories to 
inspire great meaning and contrast to our privileged lives of Boulder Colorado.  While many of 
these people live outside of Boulder County, I feel it is exciting to bring stories of residents of 
the Front Range Colorado to our city. The budget will support the photographing of all the 
individuals as well as the installation of the Boulder murals.



Each photoshoot is a platform of expression.  I work with each individual, through inviting them 
to bring objects, clothing and offerings from where they reside from. The images are often 
double exposed, and have unique and creative vision. From these images, I will come up with 
an installation that brings awareness to the lives of Undocumented immigrants and refugees.



You can see more of my work at www.edicapacha.com and on IG @edicapacha.



My goal is to celebrate diversity, while raising awareness, through creative practices.  I desire 
to reach new audiences through art and activism. My hope is to allow viewers to learn more 
about these individuals as well as the organizations that support them.  I intend to bring a 
creative and beautiful story to the streets of Boulder. 



The greatest challenge this project faces is how to evaluate the project.  Public art is hard to 
track and determine how many people will experience the project.  I also feel public art has the 
opportunity to reach more people than projects that are inside of traditional galleries and 
museums. I plan to implement a QR code system, that can track visits to the websites. We will 
also collect feedback through ‘mural visit days’ and interview those passing by the project to 
get feedback from the community.



http://www.edicapacha.com









ELLEN ALLEN RESPONSE


RE: “Figurative studies are an under-represented and often misunderstood artistic discipline” & 
“disrupting body narratives”: 


Many regular Joes wrongly assume that art models are basically strippers because they take 
their clothing off for perverts to “draw”.  Sadly, my own father is one of them.  Some people 
who I describe AOM to have the go-to reaction of laughing and making jokes about ‘naked 
people’.  Even my husband used to be jealous when I sat for artists, due to his own 
misconceptions and ingrained, conditioned beliefs about women’s nude bodies and men’s 
views of them.  A body narrative that we cling tightly to here in the US is that our nude bodies 
are inherently sexual, ‘dirty’ and should be covered at all times.  


Thus, a body narrative that AOM is working to change is one about gender equality.  The law 
that had prohibited public exposure of breasts by women was repealed from city code in 2019 
when the 10th circuit court of appeals concluded that the ban was discriminatory towards 
women and that it “reinforced negative stereotypes depicting women’s breasts, but not men’s 
breasts as sex objects”.  When a model is asked to pose wearing underwear, rather than nude, I 
think that instantly sexualizes it.  We challenged this narrative last summer when one of our 
female models posed in a park for our plein air figure drawing without a top, and we plan to 
exercise our rights to do so again, in a tasteful and respectful way. 


AOM also works to disrupt other types of narratives we tend to associate with different bodies. 
We strive to add models of all different body shapes, sizes, heights, ages and colors to our pool 
of talent.  We just welcomed our first nonbinary transgender Asian American fine arts model to 
the team in March.  At our workshops, on our website and in our model seeking 
advertisements we let our prospective models know that artists want a variety of body types, 
ages and genders to render.  I let them know that we want to draw interesting body features 
such as fat rolls, deep wrinkles, well developed muscles, and bones and that art models are in 
no way the same as the outdated stereotypes of typical fashion models.  Art modeling helps 
many models become comfortable with their bodies and their perceived physical flaws.   


These are attitudes, beliefs and behaviors that AOM hopes to change.  I want fine arts modeling 
to be viewed as a legitimate and artistic profession; as a form of performing art.  I exclusively 
refer to the practice as “fine arts modeling” instead of by the term “figure modeling” in hopes 
to elevate those ignorant perceptions.  


RE:  “How might I further evaluate the success of the project and measure the benefit to the 
community”: 


A volunteer will survey attendees to collect additional data by asking questions such as these: 
-Are you an artist?
-Have you ever drawn figure?
-Have you ever heard about figure drawing?
-Have you ever heard about fine arts modeling?







-Did you enjoy drawing from a live model?   
-Is this event something you’d like to participate in again?  
-Did you appreciate that it was offered for free?  
-Would you have paid for this offering? 
-Did you know that figurative studies have been practiced for thousands of years? 
-Was this offering accessable?   
-Would you ever want to draw from a nude fine arts model?  
-Have you heard of the featured book or character?   
-Have you read the featured book? 
-Might you read the book now?   
-Will you come to another free Figures in Literature costumed drawing session this summer?   
-Did you previously associate “plein air” art as exclusively focusing on the landscape? 
 
 
 







HEATHER SCHULTE RESPONSE


Stitching the Situation is a Boulder based project, offering therapeutic support and coping 
methods following numerous tragedies that have occurred during the pandemic. The data-
based layout of the project acts as a framework for each stitcher to express themselves; 
participants stitch references to multiple events in their blocks. This a powerful testament to 
the compounding traumas we have all endured, both personally and as part of a broader 
community, as the pandemic has brought suppressed issues to the surface. I am going to 
bring the project to the King Soopers site and invite my neighborhood to stitch the victims’ 
names on the March 22 block, and am reaching out to officials to offer this work as part of the 
healing process. 



Though this work now reaches nationwide, every stage of development is first offered and 
realized locally. Bordemos la Stiuación expands StS’s access to our Spanish speaking 
neighbors. I have not sought funding for translation from other sources yet, as I must start 
small. I am a mother and the sole project administrator; starting new phases of work locally 
supports manageable growth, with integrity based in solid relationships. 



Personal, local networks founded this project. My neighbor is on Boulder Food Rescue’s 
board, and connected me with Ingrid Castro-Campos for translation services (a Boulder 
Housing Partners employee, active community member and advisor on equity and 
accessibility). She also led me to Diana Alvarado at BFR, who plans to use this project as part 
of their fall community outreach, service to seniors (a multigenerational collaboration) as well as 
a platform for staff to discuss COVID-19’s impact on their work. Diana is also presenting the 
project to BHP. This will set an example to expand to Intercambio and EFAA as time and 
resources allow. I am speaking with CU Boulder to offer this project to students next fall. I will 
follow up with local clinics and hospitals, who have had no time or space this past year. My 
kids’ elementary school is discussing how to participate. ArtParts, a local reuse art supply 
store, has been distributing kits and supplying thread.



I am now planning more local public events; the first in-person stitching session of 2021 is on 
April 17 at east window gallery in NoBo. I am working with Kathy Lane at the library to host 
workshops offered in English and Spanish. I rely on social media to spread the word about the 
project, to both share info and contact others to pitch collaboration. All of these opportunities 
will be well served by Spanish translation of all materials and communication.



I record every person who stitches (currently ~20 locally, 150 nationally), and collect written 
reflections from any participant willing to share. I’m in discussions with Boulder COVID Stories 
to record stories during in-person stitching sessions. I am developing a demographic survey 
for participants to fill out. All social media, website, and newsletter apps track engagement as 
well, which give distinctive feedback on English/Spanish versions of content. My goal is to 
have demographically proportionate participation.  



I have already exhibited parts of this work in multiple CO spaces, and am planning more, 
including the Boulder library and BMoCA. Eventually, when all stitches are complete, this will 
be a cohesive exhibition that is easily mobile. I am also developing workshops for groups to 
create their own unique collaborative work reflecting on this past year, that will remain in their 
local space, starting with our local library.








JAYCEE BEYALE RESPONSE


The Water is Life project will serve as a bridge to unite community members in Boulder 


and the Desert Southwest in shared concerns about access to clean water. Though the issue 


will be presented through the lens of my Indigenous background, I strongly believe as human 


beings we share a common bond in our need for water. As the main component and sacred 


element that is ever present in almost all traditional Indigenous ceremonies, communicating the 


healing powers and vitality water holds for all of humanity will be at the heart not only of the 


creation process and panel discussion, but in all future interactions for as long as the mural is on 


public view.


The Colorado River has special meaning for myself as a Dine’ (Navajo) person. It is one 


of the primary rivers that supplies most of the desert Southwest - including the reservation that is 


my original homeland - with the water needed to sustain life in a variety of communities and 


economies. This is why it is so important for Boulder to play a more active role in building 


relations amongst community members as water protectors - this will help protect all those living 


downstream from all of Colorado’s abundant watersheds who rely on the water that comes from 


our mountains and lands to be clean and safe.


To keep the dialogue going and to raise awareness of the sacredness of water, we will 


be installing a “spirit bowl” outside the main entrance of the Dairy.  In Native communities, spirit 


bowls are used as an offering vessel to the spirit world to acknowledge their presence and ask 


for their continued guidance and protection.  In Boulder, we will be inviting folks to bring water 


from all four directions as an offering to symbolize the unifying nature of water.


We will create a dedicated webpage at creativenations.net with invitations to bring water 


offerings and leave comments, and will also post selected notes and letters of support from 


other sources and links to organizations who are actively involved in water protection and 


conservation.  The spirit bowl will be accessible to all 24/7.


The bringing of water to one common location will be a unifying effort that is not only visually 


reinforcing, but spiritually fulfilling. The offering will act as a healing tool, creating







incentives for people to seek out water sources of personal significance while adding the


healing qualities of those sources to the spirit bowl. In this way, the spirit bowl will encourage


greater appreciation and consideration for communities downstream who depend on the water


that comes from our lands for life - and help protect the sanctity of that water from over usage,


contamination and pollution.


Now more than ever we all need to actively recognize the sacred nature of our water -


and The Water is Life is our way of expressing this urgency.


JayCee Beyale







Kelly Starkey-Holmes Response


Community Project Grant for Individuals - Fresh Air, Fresh Fashion Runway Show


Fresh Air, Fresh Fashion Runway Show at the Bandshell reflects several of the 


community priorities in the city's Cultural Plan, including supporting the resiliency of cultural 


organizations, creating a supportive environment for artists, and prompting civic dialogue about 


culture and its contributions to our economy, environment, social fabric, and authentic expression 


of diversity. It is also my hope that the event offers an opportunity for the community to learn 


about and appreciate the art and design of clothing designers who are part of the Indigenous 


communities of Colorado.


With the help of a grant from the Office of Arts and Culture to offset production costs, 


this event will be free to the public and allow people to attend who would not normally be able to 


afford a ticket, including local Indigenous individuals or groups from the underserved 


communities of Boulder. It is my goal to ensure cultural equity for this event.


The models and designers participating in the event will be from outside of Boulder, but 


the anticipated audience will be mostly from Boulder. It is our hope to use this opportunity to 


share our culture and arts with the larger community, and also as a launchpad to plan and host 


more art and cultural events such as this in Boulder. Models as well as the show staff are all 


Indigenous. The DJ of the event is Elmer Flying Horse Sr., who is Navajo and Dakota Sioux of 


the Oceti Sakowin nations, of which the latter considers Boulder and surrounding areas ancestral 


homelands.


Though the event will be free, all attendees must register for the event and provide their 


contact information, including email addresses. All attendees will receive an emailed survey after 


the event asking several questions including:


● Is this your first time attending an Indigenous-led event?


● Name three things you learned about Indigenous culture.


● Have you ever been to a runway show before? How have your expectations


changed since attending this event?







After the show, I plan on sharing an online questionnaire with attendees asking about


their experience. I’ll consider the data to assess the impact of the show from the attendee


feedback to understand guest satisfaction and improve future events if necessary. Whether


positive, negative, or neutral, the most important part of this evaluation strategy is that I learn


from and act on the information collected. I’m dedicated to providing a pleasant and entertaining


guest experience so they will be inclined to attend any future events I may plan.


The event serves multiple purposes besides inspiring people to purchase and wear the


designs seen on the runway. While I hope to address cultural appropriation with this event,


another aim I take is to provide a platform to display contemporary creations designed by


Indigenous designers. This event proves to be an excellent artistic, cultural, and fashion


showcase for the unique and brilliant talents of all Indigenous people participating.


My ultimate goal is to share the culture and beautiful creations of Indigenous people with


the main communities at large, including Boulder, which sits at the base of some of the main


prayer sites of Indigenous peoples. There is such a thriving art community in Boulder and it’d be


an honor to be able to host a meaningful event. Given this opportunity, I’d be humbled to


continue hosting this runway show as a regular annual show as this is an amazing way for the


public to learn about the art, culture, and fashion of Indigenous peoples.







PAUL CURE // WE NEED TO TALK RESPONSES 
 
Hello and thank you again for your consideration of my community project We Need To Talk 
(www.weneedtotlk.com). The talk series is in it’s third season and per your questions has interviewed 
the following past participants: 
 
We Need To Talk: Power 
Heidi Zuckerman: Aspen Art Museum 
Julia Vitarello: Mila’s Miracle Foundation 
Nicole Perlroth: NY Times journalist & best-selling author, “ This is how they tell me the world ends” 
Reyna Godoy: Unreasonable Group 
 
We Need To Talk: Beauty 
John Huston: Polar Explorer 
Peggy Markel: Culinary Adventures 
George Lange: Vanity Fair Photographer 
Danette Alberico: Fashion Design 
 
We Need To Talk: Glory 
Otis Taylor: Blues musician 
Amy Ippoliti: 90 Monkeys 
Elina Day: CU Boulder School of Communication 
Jonathan Hiller: Political Videographer 
 
We Need To Talk: Truth 
Jill Grano: Boulder City Council 
Dave Krieger: Editor, Boulder Daily Camera 
Victoria Larkins: The Subtle Mind 
Larry Gold: Somalogic 
 
We Need To Talk: Justice 
Jean Dubofsky: Colorado Supreme Court 
Lorena Fuentes-Ibanez: Colorado Immigrant Rights Coalition 
Senator Steve Fenberg: Colorado State Senate 
 
We Need To Talk: Honor 
Sara Bercholz: Roost Books 
Florence Muller: Denver Art Museum 
Kate Maloney: We Rise Up Films 
 
  As you can see I am attempting to build a broad coalition of personalities that represent multiple 
perspectives upon a universal theme such as Glory, Truth etc.  I plan on continuing this dialogue with We 
Need To Talk: Liberty which will (if I have the funding to produce) have as guests: 
 
We Need To Talk: Liberty 
Junie Joseph: Boulder City Council 
Erik Underwood: Denver Mayoral Candidate 
Hayden Dansky: Boulder Food Rescue 



https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.weneedtotlk.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cclickl%40boulderlibrary.org%7C4067661d911d47977c7a08d8fb9351fe%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637535957445521834%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=RFuVjJxFLMjWPqNCJsHIVDexL8ecrZQbzfaJg6KO800%3D&reserved=0





 
    All conversations have been recorded by KGNU and are broadcast as part of the series.  How my 
approach differs from other series is that I am bringing multiple approaches to the theme rather than a 
singular perspective.  I moderate all of the discussions and will continue to do so.   
 
    With relation to the City of Boulder’s Cultural Plan and Community Engagement initiatives I feel that 
the series has engaged multiple organizations into outreach and also has enabled individuals to meet 
and participate in initiatives that they have not been aware of.   
 
    The funding that I am asking for will go to the renting of the Dairy Arts Center theater, renting of the 
podcast studio at kiln, as well as video production to bring a more multiple dimensional experience of 
the topic. 
 
    In regards to outside organizations such as the Conference on World Affairs, Aspen Institute and 
Highland Institute I work with these organizations to bring in guests to their discussions such as Nicole 
Perlroth, Heidi Zuckerman, Joshua David and Florence Muller. 
 
    I hope that this clarifies any questions and I look forward to hearing how the commission would like to 
proceed. 
 
In appreciation, 
 
Paul  
 


Paul Cure 
Owner 
Mea Culpa Productions llc 
885 Arapahoe Avenue 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
www.weneedtotlk.com 
p:303-887-2729 
e: paul.cure@gmail.com 
 



https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.weneedtotlk.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cclickl%40boulderlibrary.org%7C4067661d911d47977c7a08d8fb9351fe%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637535957445531788%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=FAtUhUSg8AOSYYv33BjEAqJn0H0E4ZEqbXAc7scMmHc%3D&reserved=0

mailto:paul.cure@gmail.com

mailto:paul.cure@gmail.com
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Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
 
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Patrick Hughes; "Bruce Borowsky";

"georgiamichelle@hotmail.com"; Benita Duran; "Kari Palazzari"; "Katharine Reece"; "Shanna Shelby"
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: FW: Boulder Arts Commission evaluation assignment notification
Date: Wednesday, April 28, 2021 8:35:30 AM

Dear Panel,
 
Please be reminded that the first round of evaluations for the Arts Education Grant category are due
Monday, May 3 at noon. Full information below.
 
Thank you! Lauren
 
----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
 
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture scene.
 

External Sender
 

Dear Panelist,

You have been assigned the Arts Education Grant category applications to review and evaluate.
Please log into the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit your
evaluations. Please complete your evaluations no later than Monday, May 3 at noon. The
Scoring System and Rubric can be found here.

We received one application in Spanish. The translation can be found below the original
application texts in Administrator Comments. Also, the Commission will review one application
for eligibility at the May meeting.

At the meeting earlier this year, the Arts Commission discussed the extenuating circumstances
of the COVID-19 pandemic and how that might affect the process for scoring the grant
applications. First, as you score, keep in mind the statement on COVID that each grant
applicant is asked to consider:

In 2021, it is also important to the Boulder Arts Commission that the Cultural Grants Program is
responsive to current pressures of the COVID-19 pandemic. There are no questions directly
related to the pandemic on the application. However, the Commission asks the community to
apply with projects, emphasizing collaborations, that directly address those most impacted by the
pandemic. The goal is an equitable distribution of resources throughout the community in a way
that supports economic and social recovery.
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In addition, the Commission recommends you also consider these questions:

Does the applicant have the resources and ability to complete this project given the
challenges of COVID restrictions that may be in place through 2021 and beyond?
Does this applicant have an outstanding grant that has received one or more extensions
due to COVID?
What kind of flexibility and resources could the Office of Arts and Culture and the
Boulder Arts Commission offer to this applicant to help complete the project if COVID
does require adjusting the project or extending the timeline for completion?

The applications have been reviewed and deemed eligible, notwithstanding the application up
for review. Through this link is a list of reports that are still pending for the grants program. It is
important to note that these applicants are not delinquent; a delinquent report makes one
ineligible to apply. Rather, this is a list of upcoming, approved reporting deadlines.

Contact Lauren Click at clickl@boulderlibrary.org or 720-564-2355 should you have questions.

Thank you.
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); "Bruce Borowsky"; "georgiamichelle@hotmail.com"; Benita Duran;

"Kari Palazzari"; "Katharine Reece"; "Shanna Shelby"
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia; "Devin Patrick Hughes"
Subject: Reminder: community project grants for individuals 2nd review
Date: Friday, May 7, 2021 1:05:37 PM

Hello Panel,
 
Please be reminded to complete the second round of evaluations for the Community Project Grants
for Individuals no later than Monday, May 10 at noon.
 
To do so, log into the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit your
evaluations; full information is below.
 
Thank you for all of your time and energy in the grants program, and all you do for the arts in
Boulder!
 
Cheers, Lauren
 
----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
 
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.
 

From: Click, Lauren 
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2021 12:31 PM
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com) <fonthead1@gmail.com>; Bruce Borowsky
<bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com; Benita Duran
<bduran80304@comcast.net>; Kari Palazzari <kari@studioartsboulder.org>; Katharine Reece
<katharinereece@gmail.com>; Shanna Shelby <shelbyfineart@yahoo.com>
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Seaton, Celia
<SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org>; Devin Patrick Hughes <devinpatrickhughes@me.com>
Subject: Evaluation assignment: community project grants for individuals 2nd review
 
Dear Panelist,

You have been assigned the Community Projects for Individuals applications to review and evaluate
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for the second and final round.
 
The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through this link, and are also
attached. Please note that we have two withdraws and one applicant did not send a response, so
there is a list below to help keep things straight.
 
You will be updating your scores and comments in the online grant system, changing your initial
scores in the software. You may add additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric
can be found here. Please log into the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and
submit your evaluations. Please complete this second round of evaluations no later than Monday,
May 10 at noon. Please let me know if you’d like calendar alerts.
 
You’ll note that you’re under two program reviews at the moment. Just for some clarification, here is
the timing (full schedule here):

Arts Education Project Grants - April 19 to May 3, due May 3 at noon – Preliminary review and
score by panel (15 days)
Community Project Grants for Individuals - April 23 to May 10, Due May 10 at noon – Final
review and score by panel (14 days)

Contact Lauren Click at clickl@boulderlibrary.org or 660-553-7289 should you have questions.

Thank you, Lauren

Applicant First Name Applicant Last Name Response?
Celia Tewey Yes
Cynthia Kneen Yes
Edica Pacha Yes
Ellen Allen Yes
Heather Schulte Yes
Heidi Alina Withdrew
JayCee Beyale Yes
karen woodard-chavez Did not submit a response
Kelly Starkey-Holmes Yes
Paul Cure Yes
Thomas Wingerd Withdrew

 
----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
 
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Beret Strong; bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com
Cc: fonthead1@gmail.com; devin@devinpatrickhughes.com; Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: RE: Thank you to the BAC from Landlocked Films
Date: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 3:35:31 PM

Hello Beret,

Thank you for your email! The Commissioners’ emails can all be found on our website here.

A note that, due to the transparency practices of the Arts Commission, messages to three or more
commission members are retained in the public record.  We will include a copy of your email in the
next meeting packet.  Please let me know if you have any questions about that practice.

Cheers, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@boulderlibrary.org

Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.

From: Beret Strong <beret@landlockedfilms.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 3:30 PM
To: bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com
Cc: fonthead1@gmail.com; devin@devinpatrickhughes.com; Click, Lauren
<ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>
Subject: Thank you to the BAC from Landlocked Films

External Sender
Dear Boulder Arts Commissioners,

We of the “This is [Not] Who We Are” documentary film project wish to express our gratitude for
your vote of confidence in our work and for the profoundly important funding you have granted.
 We believe that your vision of active engagement among artists, publicly-shared art, and audience,
with attention to all sorts of constituencies in Boulder, is a great thing for the community.  We are
hoping for long-term ripple effects from our project, both artistically and substantively.  I attach a
letter for you, but if you aren’t able to open attachments for security reasons, I will also paste it in
below.  I do not have the email addresses for Commissioners Freeman, Cole, and Kert, and ask that
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https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fboulderartsculture%2F&data=04%7C01%7CSeatonC%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd7dbc31525d94e175e7c08d914c4b1cd%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637563657311239290%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=fvfos5Mam59l%2FymPV3GLUOCfx6FJcHTtuLVKyF%2FZjIo%3D&reserved=0


you kindly pass this communication along to them.  I did not include Commissioner Villareal because
I have the impression his term is over, but if I’m wrong, I apologize and hope you will share our
communication with him. 
 
We will keep you apprised of our progress and invite you to our public events!
 
With many thanks (and with thanks to Lauren for help spanning the months of the application and
award process),
 
Beret E. Strong
 
 
FCP4%20Logo

 

Landlocked Films LLC
Blackat Video Productions
1505 Mariposa Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80302
)(303) 819-1443
*beret@landlockedfilms.com
    katrina@blackatproductionz@gmail.com
"www.landlockedfilms.com
    www.blackatvideoproductions.com
 

 

Boulder Arts Commission
Office of Arts and Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue
Boulder, CO  80302
Via email
 
May 11, 2021
 
Dear Commissioners McCormick, Hughes, Borowsky, Schmid, Freeman, Cole, and Kert,
 
Thank you ever so much for awarding a Community Project Grant this spring to Landlocked
Films on behalf of the Boulder-focused documentary film project, “This is [Not] Who We
Are.”  We are proud to receive your support, given your important mandate in service of the
greater community.  We seek to align our film work with the values you encourage and
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uphold, including engaging a broad swath of our audience in civic dialogue and reflection
about our community.  We are especially interested in our youth, and their sense of
connection, expression, and empowerment. We have come to understand that what BIPOC
people of Boulder really need is a sense of belonging.  Diversity, equity, and inclusion are
essential, too.  We look forward to using the film as a way to connect to and serve many local
constituencies and organizations. 
 
We are proud to be an “intersectional” film team – multi-racial, bi-gender, and multi-age – and
we hope that our intersectionality helps us reach out broadly to the Boulder community.  We
deeply appreciate your support for “rough cut” public screenings that will help the community
participate in the actual making of the film. 
 
It was a special treat to be able to witness the meeting where you made decisions about the
grants to organizations.  We learned a lot and was moved by your thoughtful reflection and
acres of work.  We also want to express gratitude to Commissioner Freeman for reminding us
about accessibility for audience members with disabilities even at the rough cut feedback
screening stage.  We will provide open captioning for audience members of these screenings. 
The final film will of course be closed-captioned.  We will keep in touch about our work as it
unfolds.  Thank you so much for the encouragement and financial support that makes this
work possible.
 
Warmly,
 
Beret E. Strong
 
Beret E. Strong, Director/Producer
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Attachment Six 
Current Cultural Grants Program Budget as of May 13, 2021 
 

GRANT  
CATEGORY 

ASSIGNED  
BUDGET  

ACTUAL  
BUDGET GRANTS AWARDED BALANCE 

GOS: Extra Large Orgs  $392,400.00  $392,400.00 $392,400.00 $0.00 

GOS: Large Orgs  $177,600.00  $177,300.00 $177,300.00 $0.00 

GOS: Mid Orgs  $90,000.00  $90,000.00 $90,000.00 $0.00 

GOS: Small Orgs  $88,000.00  $88,000.00 $88,000.00 $0.00 

Community Projects: Indv. $25,000.00  $25,000.00 $0.00 $25,000.00 

Community Projects: Org. $60,000.00  $60,000.00 $50,000.00 $10,000.00 

Arts Education $30,000.00  $30,000.00 $0.00 $30,000.00 

Rental Assistance $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Equity Fund $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Prof. Dev. Scholarships $7,050.00 $7,050.00 $3,000.00 $4,050.00 

Certificate Scholarships $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Cultural Field Trips $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Admin / Admission fund $0.00    $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

TOTAL $869,750.00 $869,750.00 $800,700.00 $69,050.00 

 
There are 14 free rentals still available for the Macky Auditorium. 
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Attachment Seven 
Current Public Art Program 5 Year Budget as of May 13, 2021 
  

FUNDING 
SOURCE PROJECT/ARTIST TOTAL 

APPROPRIATED  
AMOUNT PAID 
TO DATE  

BALANCE 
REMAINING  

2021 PROJECTED 
SPENDING 

Gen. Fund Rotary Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Tim Eggert Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Los Seis de Boulder Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Experiments in Public Art $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Creative Neighborhoods Program $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Civic Area Permanent / Kuby* $63,311.49 $58,311.49 $ 5,000 $5,000 

CCS v1 North Broadway / Dowell $165,000 $41,250 $123,750 $50,000 

CCS v1 Univ. Hill / CU ENVD $95,000 $24,461.15 $ 70,538.85 $0 

CCS v2 NoBo Library / Daily Tous Les Jours* $260,000  $112,500 $147,500 $75,000 

CCS v2 Unassigned  ~$25,000 $0 ~$25,000 $0 

CCS v2 Fire Station 3  ~$80,000 $0 ~$80,000 $20,000 

CCS v2 Arapahoe Underpass / Sparks $ 20,000 $  1,500 $ 18,500 $18,500 

% for Art 19th and Upland  $61,700 $0 $61,700 $15,000 

% for Art Foothills Underpass / Braaksma $35,000 $35,000 $0 $1,750 

% for Art 30th & Colo / Fivian & Beegles $39,764.02 $39,764.02 $0 $0 

% for Art  Alpine Balsam Pavilion Project $tbd $tbd $tbd $tbd 

TOTAL  $844,775.51 $312,786.66 $531,988.85 $185,250.00 

 
CCS: Community Culture and Safety Tax 
*Multiple funding sources.  
Additional maintenance projects are not represented. 
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